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In a result that surprised football fans from Boston to Las Vegas, regular season 
MVP Tom Brady failed to carry his team to victory in the Super Bowl earlier this 
year. It was certainly not for lack of effort, as Brady’s statistical performance was 
truly extraordinary. His 505 total passing yards broke his own Super Bowl record 
and exceeded his overall average in prior Super Bowls by more than 170 yards. Brady 
clearly lived up to his reputation as one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time. 
Nonetheless, the team’s defeat really shouldn’t have been that surprising. 

If we look back over the last 50 seasons of professional football, the regular season 
MVP has won the Super Bowl just 18% of the time (and not once since 2000). For 
professional basketball and hockey, the regular season MVP has claimed the title just 
34% and 22% of the time, respectively. The lesson is simple: Even the best players 
can’t do it all, at least not all the time. Indeed, the interaction of an entire team will 
have a far bigger impact on success than any single individual.

The obvious parallel in investing is the concept of diversification. It is tempting for 
investors to focus their attention on trying to identify the single best asset class, 
or the single best fund manager. This is an exceedingly difficult task for even the 
most experienced investor, and one made all the more difficult by innate human 
biases such as home country bias (Investors Without Borders, Part I) and the 
fear of missing out (More Than a Feeling: Why Diversification Still Matters). 
Still, investors’ tendency to emphasize star players endures, with limited concern for 
fielding a fully diversified roster of role players.

In Part I of this Insight, we examined the pitfalls of emotionally biased investing 
and concluded that dispassionate decision-making frameworks are better suited to 
achieve investors’ goals. In this follow-up, we will discuss Highland’s approach to 
portfolio construction and emphasize the many benefits of diversification. These 
benefits relate primarily to risk management, including reduced portfolio volatility, 
smaller drawdowns, and faster recovery periods during times of market stress. Our 
analysis will show that a properly diversified portfolio built on broad consistency 
exhibits far more attractive characteristics than an overly concentrated portfolio 
built on narrow speculation. By committing to diversification, clients will also limit 
their chances of making emotional decisions, which negatively impact returns far 
more often than not.

PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

The decision to diversify is directly related to an investor’s tolerance for risk. This 
risk appetite is unique to every investor and is generally influenced by overall financial 
strength, liquidity constraints, time horizon, and conviction in future outlook, 
among many other factors. At Highland, our most important duty is to construct 
portfolios based on a thorough understanding of how each client’s risk tolerance and 
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return objective relates to their broader mission and organizational goals. Diversification is perhaps the most important tool we can 
use to help clients reach their goals. 

So what does it really mean to be diversified? Put simply, diversification is achieved by allocating capital to different investments that 
respond differently to diverse return drivers and risk factors. If each distinct portfolio allocation has relatively unique characteristics, 
then the correlations of those allocations will be low relative to one another. Thus for any given time period, investors should observe 
that some allocations will lead while others will lag. Importantly, diversification generally produces an asymmetric tradeoff between 
return and risk. For a very small decrease in return, diversified portfolios should gain a much larger reduction in risk.

At Highland, we purposefully build diversified portfolios that capture exposures to different fundamental economic drivers. 
Specifically, client portfolios carry strategic (i.e., constant) allocations to assets corresponding to 1) Growth, 2) Diversified Alpha, 3) 
Inflation Sensitive, and 4) Crisis Hedges. Each of these unique exposures will have periods of relative outperformance and relative 
underperformance. However, their combination will vastly improve the probability that client portfolios remain more tightly bound to 
established return and risk objectives. Our proprietary Diffusion Index further enhances risk-adjusted returns through its emphasis on 
market and economic factors that signal when to increase and decrease overall risk in client portfolios.

A brief discussion of these four broad portfolio exposures is helpful in understanding the benefits of diversification. First, Growth 
assets are designed to capture the benefits of accelerating economic activity. These investments typically include both public and 
private equities and are highly sensitive to broader macroeconomic developments. Growth positions typically respond favorably 
to improving global growth expectations, as has been the case in recent quarters. Diversification within the Growth allocation is 
particularly important, as it allows investors to participate in accelerating and niche markets across geographies and industries. 
(Investors Without Borders, Part Deux).

Growth assets typically represent the largest source of long-term portfolio returns, but they also carry the highest risk. As a result, 
Highland employs Diversified Alpha strategies to access uncorrelated returns that can dampen risk without compromising growth. 
These strategies generally include hedge funds, but underlying economic exposures vary widely within this piece of the portfolio. 
Equity hedge strategies seek to take advantage of overvalued or overhyped equity securities, while relative value strategies generally 
look to exploit divergent valuations across (rather than within) asset classes. Credit and event-driven strategies use distressed debt 
investments to take advantage of temporary mispricings. Finally, macro strategies seek to gain from established trends, or changes in 
trend, in broader markets such as currencies, interest rates, and commodities. Within each of these strategies, our goal is to focus on 
managers’ ability to deliver returns in excess of the market, while also minimizing overlapping market exposures. 

Next, we use Inflation Sensitive strategies to protect the long-term purchasing power of portfolios in different inflation environments. 
Within this allocation, private real estate strategies should outperform when inflation and economic growth accelerate. Conversely, 
inflation-linked bonds are used for protection in periods of rising inflation and economic stagnation. Commodities should provide 
higher returns during inflation shocks. 

Lastly, our strategic allocation to Crisis Hedges is purposefully designed to offer downside protection during “risk off” environments, 
including equity market drawdowns. This allocation is typically geared toward high-quality fixed income investments, including 
government securities and highly rated credits. While this piece of the portfolio rarely leads the way, it can materially mitigate damage 
in difficult market environments. 

The goal with each unique portfolio allocation is to maintain a diversified set of exposures that can be combined to drive strong 
performance through all phases of market and economic cycles. Depending on client-specific circumstances, these pieces can be 
combined in different ways to deliver on return and risk objectives. Importantly, diversification can be used for both risk reduction and 
return enhancement in today’s environment, as we expect long-term equity and fixed income returns to fall short of their historical 
averages. Figure 1 offers an example of the different asset allocation mixes that can be used to meet a 6% return target, with each unique 
mix corresponding to different liquidity constraints. The “Optimized” portfolio is designed for clients without liquidity constraints, the 
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FIGURE 1

SOURCE: HIGHLAND ASSOCIATES

“Mid” portfolio is designed for clients with some liquidity constraints, and the “Liquid” portfolio is designed for clients with significant 
liquidity constraints. 

Notably, this 6% return target is precisely in line 
with our long-term global equity return forecast, 
though the expected volatilities for the diversified 
portfolios are much lower. The “Optimized,” 
“Mid,” and “Liquid” portfolios have expected 
volatilities of 7.2%, 13.0%, and 13.5%, while our 
forecast for global equity volatility is 17.5%.

DIVERSIFICATION THROUGH 
HISTORY 

Skeptics will argue that equity portfolios typically 
outperform more diversified portfolios over most 
longer-term periods. This is both intuitive and 
empirically correct, as the higher risk of equities 
should be and has been rewarded with higher 
returns. However, investors are only able to realize 
that outperformance if they can endure relatively frequent and absolutely significant equity drawdowns. Since the end of World War II, 
the U.S. equity market (represented by the S&P 500) has recorded seven distinct bear markets, defined as a decline of at least 20%. On 
average, equities have lost more than 34% of their value during these periods and taken more than three years to recover their previous 
highs. These numbers do not include the fallout from the stock market panic of 1929 that helped to create the Great Depression. From 
its peak in October 1929 to its trough in June 1932, the S&P 500 declined nearly 82%, and the index did not fully recover these losses 
until 1945. 

During such times of stress, it is virtually 
impossible to stay the course. The overwhelming 
majority of investors will eventually capitulate 
by selling most or all of their equity exposure to 
ease the pain, often near the market bottom. This 
emotional response effectively locks in significant 
losses. With wounds still fresh, investors are also 
usually slow to add back to their equity positions 
as they recover, further compounding their 
relative losses. All of this leads to a predictable 
and repeatable cycle of investors underperforming 
their investments, as indicated in Figure 2.

The data gathered by DALBAR, Inc., show 
unequivocally that the average equity investor 
substantially lags the S&P 500 over both short- 
and long-term periods. DALBAR notes that 
investors’ cash needs and fund expenses account 
for a portion of the performance shortfall but 
maintains that voluntary investor behavior is by 

FIGURE 2
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far the biggest driver of relative underperformance. For example, of the 352 basis points of annualized underperformance over the trailing 
20-year period ending December 2015, DALBAR concludes that 150 basis points is attributable to “panic selling, excessively exuberant 
buying, and attempts at market timing.” For a $100,000,000 portfolio built to earn 6% annualized, the effect of poor timing decisions 
would create a nearly $80 million shortfall over a 20-year time horizon.

A closer examination of prior bear markets further demonstrates the power of diversification. Figure 3 illustrates the performance of 
the S&P 500 compared to a more balanced portfolio that also contains a 40% allocation to fixed income (represented by the Bloomberg 
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index). For each of the three equity bear markets shown, the balanced portfolio suffered a far smaller drawdown 
and produced a faster recovery than the standalone equity portfolio. 

For more recent periods, we can also examine a fully diversified portfolio that includes a broader collection of assets. Figure 4 illustrates 
the performance of 1) the S&P 500, 2) the traditional balanced portfolio, and 3) a fully diversified portfolio that includes allocations to 
global equity (37.5%), domestic fixed income (32.5%), hedge funds (10%), inflation-sensitive assets (5%), private real estate (5%), private 
debt (5%), and private equity (5%). The exact mix of assets in the fully diversified portfolio was determined based on a 6% long-term 
return objective, some liquidity constraints, and an outlook for asset class returns that conformed to long-term averages. As indicated 
below, the fully diversified portfolio exhibited superior return and risk characteristics relative to both the U.S. equity portfolio and the 
traditional balanced portfolio.
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A summary of maximum drawdowns for each of the portfolios is provided in Figure 5. Over common periods, the fully diversified 
portfolio produced much smaller drawdowns and much faster recovery periods than both the S&P 500 and the traditional balanced 
portfolio.

We’ve established that diversification can 
substantially reduce risk by many metrics. 
So what is the sacrifice in return required to 
achieve diversification? As it turns out, not 
much. From June 1986 through December 
2017 (the longest common period where 
investors could choose between equities and 
fully diversified portfolios), the S&P 500 
returned 10.31% annualized, versus 9.50% 
annualized for the fully diversified portfolio. 
Over this same period, the S&P 500's 
annualized volatility was 14.9%, compared 
to just 8.9% for the diversified portfolio. In 
sacrificing just 80 basis points of performance 
per year, diversification raised risk-adjusted 
returns by over 55%.

LOOKING AHEAD

While traditional equity and fixed income 
investments have performed quite well post-
financial crisis, there are warning signs ahead. 

Historically high valuations in equities and historically tight credit spreads in fixed income should limit upside potential while also 
creating the potential for significant downside risk. The return of volatility creates additional uncertainty, as investors come to grips with 
expectations for higher levels of interest rates and inflation. In this environment, we believe strongly that diversifying across uncorrelated 
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sources of return and risk will add value. Allocations to hedge funds, inflation-sensitive assets, private real estate, private debt, and private 
equity should help to drive lower correlations and ultimately stronger risk-adjusted returns. Figure 6 illustrates historical correlations 
among each of the asset classes used in client portfolios.

Importantly, the correlations shown in Figure 6 relate to the performances of broad indices designed to represent these individual 
asset classes. While it does appear that hedge fund and equity returns are fairly correlated, there are two important caveats. First, 
the synchronization of central bank monetary policy around the world has artificially heightened correlations among all asset classes.  
However, we can already see this unwinding as the U.S. Federal Reserve and other central banks begin taking steps toward policy 
normalization. Second, Highland’s differentiated approach emphasizes hedge fund strategies with lower market exposure (beta) and 
unique alpha sources that have minimal correlation to the broad market and other strategies.

Finally, we feel confident that our recommended allocations beyond traditional equity and fixed income will continue to produce superior 
risk-adjusted performance, just as they have done in the past. Figure 7 illustrates simulated future drawdowns for 1) the MSCI All Country 
World (a proxy for global equities), 2) the traditional balanced portfolio (60% MSCI ACWI, 40% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate), 
and 3) a fully diversified portfolio that includes allocations to global equity (37.5%), domestic fixed income (32.5%), hedge funds (10%), 
inflation-sensitive assets (5%), private real estate (5%), private debt (5%), and private equity (5%). The portfolios are designed to mimic 
the performance of broader market indices and do not include any potential for excess return.
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FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
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The fully diversified portfolio clearly outperforms the global 
equity portfolio in each of the three simulations, producing lower 
drawdowns, faster recoveries, and superior absolute performance. 

GAME PLAN

Given the historically strong performance of U.S. equities following 
the financial crisis, it is hard to blame investors for questioning 
the merits of diversification. Still, investors should remember that 
investing is a team sport, and even the strongest player can’t do it 
alone. Objectively, a commitment to diversification offers investors 
superior risk-adjusted returns throughout market cycles and 
significant protection during downturns, all at the cost of a small 
reduction in absolute return. Emotionally, diversification offers 
investors peace of mind and a reliable framework for navigating both 
the euphoria of market highs and the despair of market lows. We can 
think of no better way to properly protect your organization’s goals, 
and your ability to achieve them.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES: Receipt of this report is intended for accredited investors and/or their 

representatives; it is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as invest-

ment advice or a recommendation by Highland to purchase or sell any securities or any other 

financial instrument.  Investing involves a high degree of risk, and all investors should carefully 

consider their investment objectives and the suitability of any investment program.  The results 

do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets but were achieved by means of 

the retroactive application of a model that was designed with the benefit of hindsight. Forward 

looking statements are based upon assumptions which may differ materially from actual events.  

This information should not be relied upon in making an investment decision. The information 

contained herein is provided as of the date first set forth. While Highland has tried to provide 

accurate and timely information, there may be inadvertent technical or factual inaccuracies or 

typographical errors. Highland assumes no duty to update any such information for subsequent 

changes of any kind. This information is confidential and may not be disseminated without prior 

written consent. 

 
Returns are based upon information received from third parties, which is believed to be accurate, 

but no representation is made that the information provided is accurate and complete. The per-

formance information shown represents total returns that include income, realized gains and loss-

es.  The U.S. Dollar is the currency used to express performance. Performance data has not been 

prepared to meet any specific requirements applicable to the presentation thereof and should in 

no event be viewed as predictions or representations as to actual future performance. Portfolio 

performance may be volatile and there can be no assurance that an investor’s investment ob-

jectives will be achieved.  References to indices or benchmarks are not meant to imply that the 

portfolio will achieve returns, volatility or other results similar to an index.  They are provided 

exclusively for comparison purposes only.  The composition of the index may not reflect the 

manner in which a portfolio is constructed in relation to expected or achieved returns, portfolio 

guidelines, restrictions, sectors, correlations, concentrations, volatility or tracking error targets, 

all of which are subject to change over time.  Policies for valuing portfolios and calculating perfor-

mance are available upon request.
 

Past performance is not indicative of future results.  Investments are subject to loss.
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